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Abstract
Nelson, Andrew Lincoln: Characterization of Winding Faults in Axial Flux Reluctance
Motors in the Context of Electric Vehicle Propulsion Systems. (Under the direction of
Dr. Mo-Yuen Chow.)

Since the late 1980’s there has been a major resurgence in electric vehicle propulsion
research and development. This trend has been stimulated by various factors, including
rising fossil fuel costs, environmental concerns, and developments in technologies, such
as improved permanent magnets, switching transistors and storage batteries. New
technology has allowed motor types previously not suitable for use in electric vehicles,
such as variable reluctance permanent magnet motors and brushless DC motors, to be
adapted for use as electric vehicle propulsion systems.

The process of motor fault detection and diagnosis is becoming an important part of
electric motor applications, including electric vehicle propulsion. A key element in this
process, when applied to a particular motor topology, is the characterization of motor
faults in the context of that particular motor type. This research examines one class of
motor faults, namely stator winding faults, in an axial flux variable reluctance permanent
magnet motor. The research focuses on two types of winding faults. The first of these is
an insulation failure induced turn-to-turn stator coil short in which a significant portion of
the coil has been shorted out. This type of fault can be the result of a single insulation
failure between two adjacent coil turns if the turns happen to be in adjacent winding
ranks. The second fault considered is one in which a portion of the coil in actually
destroyed or removed in a manner that allows the remainder of the coil to continue to
carry current.

To facilitate the study of stator winding faults in variable reluctance motors, a prototype
axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet motor was designed and built. The
motor was equipped with experimental fault simulation stator windings capable of
simulating several types of winding faults. A salient finding of this research is that two
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common types of winding faults can be differentiated by their effects on rotor velocity in
this type of motor. It is found that turn-to-turn stator winding faults cause a damping in
rotor velocity due to permanent magnet rotor induced current in the shorted portion of the
coil. In contrast, coil faults with a reduced number of turns, but without the presence of
coil shorts, result in a slight increase in rotor velocity.
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Introduction to the Thesis
Overview
The work presented here stemmed jointly out of a study of modern electric vehicle drives
and from the existing motor fault detection and diagnosis emphasis of the Advanced
Diagnosis and Control (ADAC) laboratory in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
department at North Carolina State University.

The research presented here focuses on an axial flux variable reluctance permanent
magnet motor designed and built in the ADAC laboratory. The motor was originally
designed to be similar to a class of experimental electric vehicle drive motors, namely
axial flux variable reluctance brushless motors. The motor is a low power machine and is
useful mainly for laboratory research purposes. A main consideration affecting the
design of the motor was to make it useful for studying motor faults in this class of
motors.

This work is also intended to provide a review of modern electric vehicle propulsion
motors.

Brief Overview of Modern Electric Vehicle Drives
In the last 15 years many new motor configurations have been proposed for use in
electric vehicles. Some of these new motor types have been used in production electric
vehicles while others remain in the prototype and development stages. This section
contains a brief survey of modern electric vehicle propulsion motors.

The brushed DC motor is still used in some electric vehicles and is often the drive of
choice for the hobbyist. Its ease of control and simplicity of design make it amenable for
use in do-it-yourself gas to electric conversions. In the 1970s and 80s DC motor drives
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were probably the most common electric vehicle on the road. The main drawback with
the brushed DC motor is the commutator. The commutator brushes carry high current
which results in repeated high power arching during motor operation. This not only
causes constant degradation of the brushes, but also results in a considerable reduction in
motor efficiency [1]. The average brushed DC motor is between 75% and 80% efficient.

The Induction motor has been used in several production line vehicles in the U.S. and
remains the most common motor in the American electric vehicle market. Initially, its
popularity in the automobile industry was due to its low cost an ready availability. This
was especially true in the case of General Motors, which has used induction motors in
almost all of its production electric vehicles in the last decade [2].

More recently, the brushless DC motor has been used in electric vehicle propulsion. In
industrial settings, this motor is commonly refereed to as the brushless servo motor. The
Japanese automobile companies, Honda, Toyota and Nissan, all use various forms of the
brushless DC motors in their electric vehicles [3]. These motors have greater torque to
size ratios than induction motors [4].

The synchronous AC motor, although less common than the brushless DC or induction
motor, has also been used as a propulsion drive in recent years. Examples of vehicles
using synchronous AC motors include the Nissan Hypermini EV [5] and the Ford GE
ETX-II [6].

The variable reluctance and switched reluctance motors are relative newcomers to the
field of electric vehicle propulsion. Although these motor types have been used in
industry for many years, they were not generally considered a viable option for electric
vehicle propulsion motors until the 1990s [7][4].
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In recent years, permanent magnet motors have become more common in electric vehicle
propulsion design, especially in experimental vehicles. Contributing factors to this trend
include the availability of new rare earth permanent magnets and recent technological
advances in power electronics [8]. Many of the non-permanent magnet motor topologies
that were first implemented as electric vehicle drive systems during the 1960s and 1970s
have been re-examined in permanent magnet form. These include the permanent magnet
synchronous AC machine [9], the permanent magnet brushless DC motor [10], and the
variable reluctance permanent magnet motor.

Axial flux permanent magnet machines are also receiving considerable attention in
conjunction with electric vehicle propulsion. This class of machines includes motors
from a wide variety of motor topologies such as reluctance motors, permanent magnet
DC motors and synchronous motors [11] [8] [12] [13]. Axial flux machines utilize a
rotor-stator magnetic circuit that contains an axially oriented flux path. Axial flux disc
motors are often chosen for use as in-wheel drive motors because of their high torque to
weight ratio. In addition, their disc shape makes them amenable to mounting inside a
drive wheel rim.

Motor Winding Faults in Electric Vehicle Drives
The overall area of motor fault research is an extremely broad field and includes many
sub-specialties.

An incomplete list of these sub-areas might include bearing faults,

induction rotor cage faults, driver faults, insulation failures, and so on. The general area
of motor winding faults also encompasses a wide range of sub-fields divided by motor
type, fault type and method of analysis, among other things. The research presented here
is focused on motor stator winding faults in the class of permanent magnet variable
reluctance motors.
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The working environment of an electric vehicle propulsion motor is significantly
different than that of a motor used in an industrial setting. Motor drives in electric
vehicles experience high levels of vibration and turbulence due to the motion of the
vehicle. This vibration is even more pronounced in in-wheel drives in which the vehicle
drive motor(s) are mounted inside the hubs of the drive wheels. In such systems, the
drive motors are part of the vehicle’s unsprung mass and do not benefit from the
vehicle’s suspension system (see [14]). Electric vehicle propulsion motors are also more
likely to experience impacts of various types.

There is a large body of work involving the investigation of winding faults in industrial
settings [15][16]. Much of this work has been done in induction motors [18][19] [17] and
large synchronous machines. There has been considerably less work done on fault
detection and analysis in smaller motors such as those intended for use in electric
vehicles, although there has been a marked increase in research in the last decade. In
recent times motor winding faults in smaller motors such as brushless DC motors and
variable reluctance motors have received more attention [20][21].

The main focus of the motor fault characterization research presented in this work is
motor winding faults. These types of faults can occur in almost all electric motors.
Faults due to wire insulation failure in the stator coil windings can occur in any motor
that has a wound stator. This clearly includes many types of motors used in both
industrial and other settings. Another type of winding fault is related to damage caused
by impact. This fault may be more common in motors used in vehicles than motors used
in industrial settings.

Insulation failure is a major case of stator winding faults. This type of fault is especially
relevant in motors used in electric vehicles. This is partly due to the environmental
factors affecting electric vehicle motors. For instance, temperatures can vary from below
freezing to the high operating temperature of the motor. In addition, humidity and cold
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resting temperatures such as those experienced by a vehicle parked outside in winter can
result in frost accumulation inside the motor.

These factors can accelerate the

deterioration of coil wire insulation.

Research Objectives
The main objective of this research was to investigate stator winding faults in axial flux
motors intended for use in electric vehicle propulsion systems. A key component of this
research was the design and construction of an axial flux variable reluctance permanent
magnet motor.

Variable reluctance motors are relative new-comers to the area of electric vehicle
propulsion. Permanent magnet versions of these motors, along with permanent magnet
brushless DC motors, are considered to be viable candidates for the next generation of
electric vehicles. Relatively little work has been done in the area of fault diagnosis in
these types of motors. This is especially true for axial flux motor topologies, which,
except in a few applications, such as computer disc drives, are in the experimental
development stage.

Fault characterization is a necessary step in the process of fault detection and diagnosis
for a particular motor type. This research was intended to provide characterization of
several types of winding faults in the specific motor topology of the axial flux variable
reluctance permanent magnet motor. In addition, it was an objective of this work to
produce results that have relevance to the field of fault diagnosis in the larger general
class of variable reluctance permanent magnet motors.
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Thesis format
This thesis is in the form of three journal manuscript papers.

In addition, appendices

containing mechanical drawings and electrical schematics are included.

The first paper, “Electric Vehicles and Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Motor Propulsion
Systems”, [Nelson and Chow, 1999] was published in the IEEE Industrial Electronics
Society Newsletter. This paper serves as and introduction to axial flux motors and their
experimental use as in-wheel drives for electric vehicles.

The second manuscript paper, “Development of a Motor Fault Simulation Platform for
Educational and Experimental Purposes Using an Axial Flux Variable Reluctance DC
Motor”, [Nelson and Chow] was written for submission to IEEE Transactions on
Education.

This paper serves as an in-depth description of the motor used in this

research. It also describes the experimental setup used to generate and collect the data for
this work.

The third manuscript paper contains experimental results and analysis of coil faults. This
paper, “Analysis of Rotor Velocity Damping Due to Coil Faults in an Axial Flux
Variable Reluctance PM Motor,” [Nelson and Chow] is intended for submission to IEEE
Transactions on Energy Conversion.

The references for each paper have been compiled into one bibliography at the end of the
thesis. The reference numbers in all of the papers are consistent with the reference
numbers in the master bibliography.
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Electric Vehicles and Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Motor
Propulsion Systems
Andrew L. Nelson and Mo-Yuen Chow
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695
USA.

I. Introduction
Overview
Recent years have shown a resurgence in electric vehicle drive research and
development. This trend has been stimulated by various factors including rising fossil
fuel costs and environmental concerns. New developments in basic technologies, such as
improved permanent magnets, switching transistors and storage batteries (although these
remain a weak point in modern electric vehicles), have contributed to recent
developments in electric vehicle propulsion motors [6] [23].

Several novel motor

configurations have been investigated by various groups and organizations. In addition,
new technology has allowed motor types, such as variable reluctance stepping motors and
brushless DC motors, previously not suitable for use in electric vehicles, to be adapted for
use as electric vehicle propulsion systems.

In addition to providing a brief history of the electric vehicle, the goal of this paper is to
give a short overview of recent developments in electric vehicle propulsion systems with
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an emphasis on a particular class of motors, namely the variable reluctance axial flux
permanent magnet motor.

A Brief History of the Electric Vehicle
The brushed DC motor has been the mainstay of EV propulsion for close to 100 years
[24]. In the early part of the 20th century, both electric and fossil fuel vehicles were in
development. Early electric vehicles used simple DC motors, lead-acid batteries and
rheostat speed controls. Due mainly to the relatively low power densities of early electric
storage batteries compared to that of fossil fuels, electric vehicles began to fall out of
favor. By 1915 the rate of development of the internal combustion engine vehicle was
proceeding more rapidly than that of the electric vehicle [25]. The internal combustion
engine vehicle quickly outpaced the electric vehicle in power, top speed and range. By
the 1920s, electric vehicle technology for small vehicles was almost completely
abandoned [26].

The early 1960’s saw a resurgence in electric vehicle development. Although the internal
combustion engine vehicle remained almost completely dominant in the market place,
several companies began developing and building prototype electric vehicles. While the
brushed DC motor continued to be used in electric vehicle propulsion, this period saw the
implementation of several new motor types not available to engineers in the early part of
the century. Variable frequency AC induction motors have been used in prototype
vehicles since the resurgence of the electric vehicle, and in production electric vehicles
since the late 1980’s [2]. General Motors used AC induction motors in several of its
prototype electric vehicles in the 1960’s. The first production line electric vehicles, the
General Motors EV1 and its predecessor the Impact, both used 3-phase induction motors.

The period from the late 1980’s to the present represents a second resurgence for electric
vehicle development. In the last decade several major automobile companies, including
General Motors, Honda, Nissan, Daimler-Chrysler and others, have offered electric
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vehicles for sale as fleet vehicles and to the general public. In addition, various dedicated
electric vehicle companies, such as Solar Vehicles Inc. and Green Motor Works, have
appeared on the scene. Numerous companies selling electric vehicle components and
gas-to-electric vehicle conversion plans have also sprung up.

Although it seems that the electric vehicle still hasn’t caught the public’s eye, the electric
vehicle is here to stay. In recent years, large auto companies have allocated significant
research and development funds to electric vehicles. For example, General Motors has
invested billions of dollars in electric vehicle development in the last few years. In
Europe and Asia, pure electric and hybrid electric vehicles are already on the road. The
U.S. has lagged behind somewhat, with electric vehicles from the big auto companies
only available for lease or as fleet vehicles in a few states including California, Arizona
and New York [27]. At the time of the writing of this article, both Toyota and Honda
have electric vehicles in production. These vehicles will be shipped to dealers in the U.S.
in December 1999 and January 2000, and will be for sale to the general public. Figure 21 shows the Honda EV Plus, now available through dealers nation wide in the US.

Figure 2-1. The Honda EV Plus.
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New and Emerging Electric Vehicle Propulsion Systems
In recent years many new motor topologies have been proposed for use in electric
vehicles. Some of these new motor types have been used in production electric vehicles
while others remain in the prototype and development stages. As mentioned above, the
variable phase induction motor has been used since the 1960’s and continues to be the
motor of choice for the major electric vehicle developers (GM, Ford and DaimlerChrysler) in the U.S. market [3]. In the last ten years several other motor types have been
researched and/or used for electric vehicle propulsion. These include the permanent
magnet synchronous AC machine, the brushless DC motor, and the variable reluctance
motor. In contrast, the Japanese companies, Honda, Toyota and Nissan, all use brushless
DC motors in their electric vehicles. EMB Inc. has recently offered a line of electric
motorcycles, which utilize variable reluctance brushless DC motor drive systems. In
addition, implementation of electric vehicle drives based on several more esoteric motor
topologies, such as the hybrid induction motor and the permanent magnet hysteresis
hybrid synchronous motor, have been proposed.

One interesting and promising new motor topology is the axial flux permanent magnet
DC machine [12]. A particular configuration of this class of motors, the axial flux
variable reluctance permanent magnet disc motor, will be considered in more detail in the
next section of this paper.

II. The Axial Flux Variable Reluctance Permanent Magnet Disc Motor
A General Overview of Variable Reluctance Motor Function and Structure
The basic means of torque development in a variable reluctance motor is magnetic
attraction between electromagnetic coils, usually on the stator, and iron or permanent
magnets on the rotor. When a stator coil is excited with electric current, magnetic flux is
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induced. The induced flux flows through the core of the excited coil, across the statorrotor air gap, and through one or more static flux paths on the rotor, thus producing
magnetic attraction between the stator and the rotor.

As the rotor turns, the air-gap

portion of the flux path changes, thus the name “variable reluctance”.

One can also describe force development in variable reluctance motors in terms of the
law of conservation of energy. In a magnetic system, a force will be generated that tends
to reduce the reluctance of any flux path to a minimum. When a flux producing coil is
excited, a directed force is generated that tends to move the rotor to a position that
minimizes the variable part of the flux path (in this case, the air gap), thus causing
rotational torque (depending on the initial position of the rotor). Figure 2-2 shows a
typical 3-phase six stator coil four rotor pole variable reluctance motor layout.

Figure 2-2. Cross sectional view of a six coil four pole
variable reluctance motor.
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A Specific Motor Topology
For purposes of illustration and explanation, we will consider a particular motor
configuration, the axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet disc motor, in more
detail. For the remainder of this article, the term axial flux disc motor will be used to
refer to this particular class of motors. The reader should note that in the broader context
of motor design, the term axial flux disc motor describes a much larger class of motors,
including various types of brushless DC and synchronous motors.

The motor described below has been prototyped for purposes of demonstration and
control research in the Advanced Diagnosis and Control (ADAC) lab at North Carolina
State University, and is shown in Figure 2-3. This motor has four permanent magnet
rotor poles and seven stator phases. Each stator phase consists of two coils to make a
total of 14 stator poles.

Figure 2-3. The ADAC axial flux disc motor.
The motor has wound coils on the stator and permanent magnets on the rotor. In this
motor design, the phrase “Axial Flux” indicates that the stator coils and rotor poles are
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arranged so that the magnetic flux paths have components that are parallel to the axis of
the rotor. The rotor is a disc with permanent magnets set into the edge of the disc so that
each pole of every magnet is oriented toward one or the other face of the disc. Similarly,
the stator coils are arranged to induce north and south poles oriented axially as to attract
(or repel) a pair of rotor poles. Note that the term “pole” actually refers to a set of north
and south poles from a single permanent magnet.

Figure 2-4 shows a schematic representation of the axial flux disc motor described above.
Note that the rotor ‘disc’ in this case has a relatively small radius. Motors of this type
can be made to have much wider disc rotors (resulting in higher torque) without
significantly increasing overall motor weight. Two stator coils and two rotor permanent
magnets have been shaded in Figure 2-4 to emphasize the torque generation relationship
between the stator and the rotor.

Figure 2-4. Drawing of the axial flux disc motor.
Unlike traditional variable reluctance motor arrangements, it should be emphasized that
magnetic flux does not flow through the center of the rotor, nor does it flow
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circumferentially around the stator during motor operation. Flux generated by a stator
coil flows axially through the stator coil core, then radially across the (upper) air gap,
then axially through one or more rotor permanent magnets, and then back across the
(lower) air gap to the originating stator coil. Motors of this configuration exhibit a high
degree of flux path isolation. There is no low reluctance (iron) path between neighboring
stator coils.

Modes of Operation
Motors of the configuration described above can be operated in several modes, including
as a stepping motor, as a brushless DC motor (in conjunction with a rotor position
sensor), and as a synchronous AC motor.

To operate this type of motor as a stepping motor, the stator coils are switched on and off
in a set pattern that causes the rotor to “step” forward as the switching pattern proceeds.

Operation as a brushless DC motor requires the addition of a rotor position sensor.
Often, Hall effect sensors are used for this purpose. Using position information from the
sensor(s), the motor can be electronically commutated and driven as a DC motor via
power switching devices such as MOSFETs [10].

To drive the motor as an AC motor, each coil must be fed with a differentially phased
sinusoidal current.

The number of coil sets per rotor pole determines the required

number of current phases.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Axial Flux Disc Motor
Compared to traditional motor configurations, axial flux disc motors have very short iron
flux paths. Minimizing the iron flux path length results in a reduction in core losses
(hysteresis and eddy current losses). No eddy current losses within a permanent magnet
are associated with flux generated by that permanent magnet. Thus the use of permanent
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magnets in the rotor also contributes to a reduction in flux path related losses. In
addition, because permanent magnets produce magnetic flux, the torque to weight ratio of
a permanent magnet rotor motor is higher than that of its iron rotor counterpart. Flux
does not flow radially through the rotor, so the iron used in traditional rotor flux paths
can be eliminated altogether. This motor configuration also provides for flux path
isolation, which significantly reduces coil to coil induced inductance and associated
losses. This flux path isolation structure also allows for a large degree of freedom in the
choice of control strategy. Because of its light weight and high efficiency, this type of
motor lends itself to use in electric vehicles, mobile electric equipment of various types,
and many other applications.

The axial flux disc motor requires a more sophisticated control strategy than that of the
brushed DC motor. A rotor position sensor is required in order to achieve efficient high
speed control. This type of motor generally requires micro-processor based control for
efficient power utilization. Also, since the stator contains many distinct core units and
axially oriented windings, manufacturing complexity is increased.

III. Multi-Motor and Direct Wheel Drive Systems in Electric Vehicles
General Description
Direct wheel drive systems consist of a motor drive coupled directly to a driven wheel
without any intervening gear or suspension linkage. As a result, there is a direct one to
one correspondence between the rotation of the motor drive and that of the driven wheel.
This arrangement simplifies the drive train considerably but alters the suspension
characteristics of the vehicle.

In a conventional drive system (electric or internal

combustion), the only unsprung mass in the vehicle are the wheels and a small portion of
the drive train. Generally, the drive motor(s) in a direct wheel drive system are part of
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the vehicle’s unsprung mass. Most electric motors and all internal combustion engines
are too heavy to be removed from the body of the vehicle and incorporated into one or
more of the drive wheels. In order for an electric motor to be suitable for use in a direct
wheel drive system, it must have a relatively low mass and a high torque to mass ratio. In
addition, direct wheel drive motors must have physical dimensions that are amenable to
location near or in a drive wheel. Because of these constraints, various configurations of
brushless permanent magnet DC motors and permanent magnet variable reluctance
motors have been shown to be good candidates for direct wheel drive systems. The axial
flux disc configuration allows for the incorporation of the motor directly into the hub of a
driven wheel [12].

In the 1990’s new technologies, such as the development of powerful rare earth
permanent magnets and advances in power switching electronics, have made the
production of light weight high torque motors feasible [12].

Some Examples of Direct Wheel Drive Systems in Electric Vehicles
Recent years have seen the development of numerous direct wheel drive prototype
vehicles. One of the earlier (1994) examples of a functional direct wheel drive electric
vehicle was the Di-Elettrica [22], a motor scooter with a direct drive rear wheel. The DiElettrica was powered by a slotless axial flux permanent magnet DC motor with a single
disc shaped stator sandwiched between two permanent magnet disc rotors. The motor
was mounted inside the rim of the scooter’s drive wheel.

Eastham and Gair et al. describe a motor arrangement in which the stator of a permanent
magnet disc motor is attached to the sprung body of the vehicle, while the rotor is
attached to the unsprung drive wheel shaft [14]. This arrangement further reduces the
unsprung mass of the vehicle, but requires a relatively complicated and dynamic control
strategy to accommodate motor torque fluctuations due to constant and variable rotorstator misalignment associated with vehicle suspension movement.
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Motors have been specially designed for direct in-wheel use. Chen and Tseng and others
describe permanent magnet motors designed and optimized for placement in the hub of
an electric vehicle drive wheel [28].

The Four Direct Wheel Drive Electric Vehicle
One of the most promising direct wheel drive configurations for electric vehicles is the
four in-wheel drive electric vehicle [29]. Figure 2-5 shows a four direct wheel drive
electric vehicle arrangement. Incorporating a motor in each wheel increases the number
of drive motors in the vehicle, thus decreasing the required power and mass of each
individual drive motor. Four in-wheel drive vehicles require a distributed control system
that can deliver the appropriate control to each individual drive motor. Although this
may at first seem like a drawback, it should be noted that conventional four wheel drive
systems also require a relatively complex control system to regulate the performance of
the drive train.

In addition, a modern conventional four wheel drive train and

transmission system is quite complex mechanically and very expensive to manufacture.
The complexity required to implement control in an electric four in-wheel drive system
can be reduced to programming a micro-controller chip.
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a

a

Figure 2-5. A four direct wheel drive arrangement showing
motor and controller locations. (a) Each wheel
has a disc motor mounted inside its hub. (b)
Battery pack. (c) System controller. (d)
Accelerator pedal.

IV. Closing Remarks
Challenges and opportunities for the future
The field of electric motor fault detection has generally received attention in the context
of industrial applications. The working environment of electric motors used for electric
vehicle drive applications is significantly different than that seen by typical industrial
motors. In the coming era of hybrid electric, fuel cell electric, and pure electric vehicles,
the field of motor fault detection in the context of electric vehicles will receive much
greater attention.

Direct in-wheel drive systems offer opportunities for the development and
implementation of dynamic fault detection and accommodation systems [18]. Multimotor drive systems will require the continued development and application of
distributed control technology.
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New application specific motor topologies will continue to be developed. The line
between motor design and motor control is becoming less distinct. As computer and
power electronics technologies continue to advance, motor designs that take advantage of
new control options are becoming more common. This blending of mechanical electrical
design and control technology will offer new opportunities for motor designers,
technology experts and control theorists to work together to develop more robust and
efficient electric vehicle drive systems.
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Educational and Experimental Purposes Using an Axial Flux
Variable Reluctance DC Motor.
Andrew L. Nelson and Mo-Yuen Chow
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695
USA.

Abstract
This paper describes a motor fault simulation platform built around a prototype axial flux
variable reluctance motor. The motor is useful for both demonstration of motor principles
and for research purposes. The motor was prototyped in the Advanced Diagnosis and
Control (ADAC) laboratory at North Carolina State University. The motor platform has
been used as a basis for graduate and undergraduate projects. In addition, the prototype
motor has been used as a model system for graduate control systems classes. The motor
has a relatively exposed architecture.

Each stator coil can be identified without

disassembling the motor. Much of the structure of the motor, including the rotor, is
visible when the motor is fully assembled. This is useful for demonstration and teaching
purposes because it allows students to see the interaction of the various motor
components while the motor is in operation. The motor was also designed to facilitate
the demonstration and study of various motor faults. To this end, one of the motor’s
stator phases was equipped with fault simulation coils. The motor is connected to an
array of voltage, current, and position sensors. Data from these sensors can be collected
and stored on a computer. In addition, the motor can be controlled with a computer
linked to the internet. This allows for its use in network based control studies. Students
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can learn about motor control theory, fault detection and diagnosis more effectively by
combining theory learned in the classroom, simulations obtained from computers, and
actual measurements from a physical motor system.

I. Introduction
Demonstration of physical properties and interactions are important in the educational
process. Many introductory engineering courses use physical devices and apparatus to
demonstrate fundamental principles. In contrast, advanced courses often rely solely on
mathematics and computer simulation. Modeling and control courses are typically taught
at the senior undergraduate or graduate level.

A favorite subject for electrical

engineering control and modeling courses is the electric motor. The motor platform
described here represents a dynamic system that can be used in such courses as a subject
for modeling, simulation and control. Using a physical system in conjunction with
computer simulation and theory can help to motivate students, and to tie theory to
application.

The focus of this paper is the description of a prototype motor and a motor fault
simulation platform constructed for educational and research purposes. The motor used
is an axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet (VRPM) motor. This class of
motors has received increasing amounts of attention in recent years as a candidate for use
in applications requiring motors with a high torque to size ratio. These applications
include use in electric vehicle propulsion systems and in mobile equipment applications
[30][7].

In addition, variable reluctance motors are well suited for high technology

aerospace and medical applications. This is because these motors can be designed to
operate at very high speeds, and they possess a degree of inherent fault tolerance.
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The motor described in this paper is similar in topology to experimental in-wheel drive
motors for electric vehicles. Several such motors are described in the literature. For
example, an axial flux permanent magnet brushless DC motor designed to be mounted
directly on the drive wheel hub of a solar-electric vehicle is described in [31].
Additionally, [22] describes a variable reluctance axial flux disc motor with two outer
rotors designed for mounting inside the rear wheel of an electric motor scooter.

Although the specific motor discussed in this work is designed with a somewhat
unconventional topology (i.e. physical arrangement), its fundamental method of torque
generation is the same as that in standard variable reluctance permanent magnet motors.
As such, it is useful as a demonstration tool for variable reluctance motor operating
principles. In addition, when the motor is driven with a brushless DC driver strategy, it
displays some of the operating characteristics of a conventional brushless DC motor. The
motor described here has been designed with a relatively exposed architecture compared
to other motor types. This makes it well suited for educational purposes because it can
more readily demonstrate the motor operation principals. The front face of the motor is
made of a transparent material, allowing the rotor and the interior of the stator to be
viewed. Also, the stator phases are numbered and their wiring is color coded so that their
interconnections can be traced.

Sections II, III, IV and V of this paper describe in detail, the design of the prototype
motor, the system dynamical equations, the motor driver, and the motor fault simulation
platform, respectively. Throughout the paper, an effort has been made to highlight
aspects of the motor and platform design that make it useful as an educational tool.
Section VI provides brief descriptions of several of the education related applications of
this motor platform.
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II. Motor Physical Description
Before delving into the particular topology of the motor described in this work, it will be
beneficial to briefly discuss variable reluctance motors in general. In earlier decades,
many types of variable reluctance motors would have been classified as stepping motors
or as synchronous AC motors [32][10][33].

In recent years, due to advances in

permanent magnet technology and in solid state power electronics, many new types of
variable reluctance motors have appeared [34][7][35]. These are often intended for use in
applications in which a DC or universal motor would have been used in the past.
Examples include a high output variable reluctance PM motor suitable for use in robotics
applications[36], and a switched reluctance machine for use in aircraft control
actuators[37].

Variable reluctance permanent magnet motors are sometimes designed with
unconventional geometries to facilitate their use in special applications [11][38] [39].
Unlike standard induction or synchronous motors, VRPM are often built with a high
degree of electrical and magnetic flux path isolation between the phases.

Motors

designed with flux path isolation lend themselves to unconventional topologies more than
traditional motor types, because there is relatively little interaction between the different
phases [40]. This allows for greater freedom in stator coil shape, and in the number of
stator coils used.

The motor described in this section is an axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet
disc motor with 14 stator coils and 4 pairs of rotor PM poles. This motor was prototyped
in the Advanced Diagnosis and Control (ADAC) laboratory at North Carolina State
University. The prototype motor is shown in Figure 3-1. A top view diagram of the
stator coil and rotor pole arrangement of the motor is shown in Figure 3-2. In this motor
design, the phrase “axial flux” indicates that the stator coils and rotor pole pairs are
arranged so that the magnetic flux paths have components that are parallel to the axis of
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the rotor. This will be discussed in greater detail following a description of the stator and
rotor designs.

Figure 3-1. The axial flux variable reluctance DC motor.

Figure 3-2. Top view of the prototype motor showing the
relative locations of the rotor poles and the
stator coils
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The motor is designed with 7 stator phases. Each stator phase consists of two coils
making a total of 14 stator coils. The stator coils are wound on separate laminated cold
rolled steel cores, which are attached to a non-conducting substrate. Each stator coil is
isolated from the others both electrically and magnetically. The only iron in the stator is
contained in the coil cores. The remainder of the stator is made up of non-conductive
material, and serves a structural roll only. These cores also serve as flux paths to direct
the magnetic flux and the resulting mmf (magneto-motive force) from the coils to the
rotor. Each core has two machined surfaces that make up the stator side of the air gap.
Figure 3-3 shows the stator cores during the assembly of the motor.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3. Prototype motor stator coil cores.(a) Laminated
cores before winding. (b) Laminated cores
after winding.
The rotor is a disc with permanent magnets imbedded close to the edge of the disc, so that
each pole of every magnet is oriented toward one or the other face of the disc. The term
“pole pair” refers to a set of north and south poles from a single permanent magnet. As
with the stator coils, the rotor pole pairs are magnetically isolated from one another. In
this type of motor, flux does not pass through the center of the rotor, and the majority of
the material making up the rotor is not conductive to magnetic flux. The rotor side of the
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air gap is made up of short iron flux paths that direct magnetic flux to/from the individual
permanent magnet pieces.

We will now discuss the overall topology of the motor. The arrangement of the 4 PM
pieces in the rotor produces 4 axially oriented pole pairs spaced at 90 degree intervals.
Likewise, the stator coils are arranged to induce north and south poles oriented axially as
to attract (or repel) a pair of rotor poles when energized. Because the motor is designed
to operate with unidirectional coil current and unidirectional flux generation, it is
desirable to maximize the distance between consecutively firing stator coils, while
minimizing the step size that the rotor must cover for each commutation segment. The
traditional three phase 6:4 configuration is well suited for small motors with bidirectional flux generation, and in which coils are energized in a positive-negative-off
sequence. These motors are generally designed so that the rotor travels half the radial
distance between two consecutive stator coils during each commutation sector. The 7
phase 14:4 arrangement allows for the same half step commutation scheme, but
introduces an extra stator pole between each consecutively firing stator coil. Many rotor
pole stator coil configurations are possible. The 14:4 is the second smallest possible
arrangement that allows for half stepping with a four pole rotor. Increasing the number
of coils per phase allows for a greater overall motor radius, and produces a greater torque
lever arm associated with force generation during stator coil-rotor pole interaction.
Figure 3-4 shows a three dimensional depiction of the stator coil and rotor pole relative
locations. In this figure, two stator coils and two rotor PM pole pairs are highlighted to
emphasize their interaction during torque generation.
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Figure 3-4. Three dimensional motor view highlighting the
interaction between two rotor pole sets and two
stator coils.

III. Mathematical Model
In this section, mathematical equations describing the dynamical behavior of a
generalized axial flux variable reluctance motor with M stator coils and P permanent
magnet rotor pole pairs will be presented. The dynamical equations presented in this
section are similar to standard variable reluctance motor equations found in the literature
[38][30][41]. It should be noted that variable reluctance and switch reluctance motor
dynamics are generally nonlinear, and therefore the standard linear DC motor equations
are not directly applicable to the prototype motor described in this work.

The voltage for a particular stator coil is given by equation (eq1) as follows
di
v m = Rm im + Lm m + em , m = 1,.., M
dt
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where vm is the source voltage applied over the mth stator coil, Rm is the resistance of the
mth coil, Lm is the self inductance of the mth coil, and em is the induced voltage in the
mth coil due to the rotation of the permanent magnet rotor (i.e. ‘induced back emf’). As
indicated in the previous section, variable reluctance motors of the type described in this
paper possess a high degree of electrical and magnetic isolation between the phases.
There is no direct iron flux path between the various stator coils, and hence the mutual
inductance is considered to be negligible [38]. Lm is a function of rotor position, θ, while
em is a function of both rotor position and rotor velocity, ω. For modeling purposes, Lm
and em are often approximated by piecewise linear curves [42][43]. In the case of em, the
piecewise linear curve would be scaled by a term proportional to ω.
For purposes of analysis, it will be convenient to express Lm (θ) in the following form
Lm (θ ) = Nk L l m (θ )

(eq2)

where N, kL, and l(θ) are the number of turns per coil, a constant representing the static
elements of the flux path, and a unit function representing the variable part of the flux
path, respectively. The partial derivative of lm (θ) with respect to θ will be used later in
the motor torque equation.

This is also approximated by a piecewise linear curve.

Figure 3-5 shows idealized wave forms used to approximate the unit wave form
inductance seen by a single phase, lm(θ), and its partial derivative with respect to θ. The
shaded portion of Figure 3-5 indicates the phase sector of the stator phase corresponding
to the wave forms shown (phase 1).
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Figure 3-5. The idealized unit piecewise linear wave
forms, lm (θ), and its partial d lm (θ)/dθ with
respect to θ. These curves are shown for 360
electrical degrees.
The kL(θ) term in equation (eq2) accounts for deviations from the idealized wave form as
well as constant factors due to the static parts of the flux path. This term is generally
derived from experimental data and is particular to each specific motor topology. This
paper is not primarily focused on modeling. As such, the idealized wave forms shown in
Figure 3-5 will be sufficient for the later analyses in this work.

The motor is considered to operate under non-saturating flux conditions. In this case, the
inductance, Lm, is a function of rotor position only. Then the flux linkage in the mth coil
is given by

φ m = Lm (θ )im
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In the formulation of state space equations, it will be convenient to solve (eq3) for im to
give

im =

φm
Lm (θ )

(eq4)

The net electrical torque applied to the rotor by a given stator coil can be written as [44]

∂L (θ )
1
(i m ) 2 m
2
∂θ

Tm =

(eq5)

The total torque is then given by the sum of the torques due to each of the stator coils:
M

Te = ∑ Tm

(eq6)

m =1

The motor mechanical dynamics are described by the sum of the various mechanical
loads on the rotor. This is given by
Te = J

dω
+ Bω + Tl
dt

(eq7)

In the torque equations, Te is the electrical torque on the rotor, J is the moment of inertia
of the system, B is the damping coefficient, and Tl is the load torque.
Finally, from basic physics, the angular velocity and position are related by

ω=

dθ
dt

(eq8)

To formulate the state space equations for this model, we will select
φ1 , φ 2 ...φ m

ω , and
θ
as the state variables and
v1 , v 2 ...v m
as the inputs.
Substituting (eq4) into equation (eq1), and then solving for dφ m dt gives m state
equations of the form
•

φ m = v m − Rm

φm
− em
Lm (θ )

Equating (eq6) and (eq7) gives
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M

Te = ∑ Tm = J
m =1

dω
+ Bω + Tl
dt

Solving equation (eq10) for dω dt we get
•
1
ω = (Te − Bω − Tl )
J
and equation (eq8) gives our last state equation.

(eq10)

(eq11)

•

θ =ω

(eq12)

IV. Motor Driver Strategies
Driver types
Motor driver strategy is an important component in overall motor design. Classification
of motors takes into account the manner in which the motor is driven, as well as the
motor’s physical arrangement. For example, a variable reluctance motor might be called
a synchronous motor if it is driven with phased sinusoidal AC power. On the other hand,
the same motor might be called a variable reluctance stepping motor if it is driven with
phased square wave power in an open loop configuration [10]. The motor described in
this paper is suited for several driver control strategies. These drivers include stepping,
synchronous AC, and brushless DC. We will focus on two of these. Firstly, a computer
based stepping motor driver configuration will be discussed. In addition, a brushless DC
motor driver strategy will be described. The computer implemented stepping motor
driver is useful to students for hands on demonstration of fundamental motor and control
concepts. The brushless DC motor driver is more complex and is similar to drivers that
might actually be employed in electric vehicle propulsion applications.

Stepping Motor Driver
The first driver arrangement, the stepping motor strategy, involves delivering phased
square wave voltage pulses to the stator phases. The pulses are delivered in a repeating
sequence that causes the rotor to increment its position, or ‘step’, with each pulse. Figure
3-6 shows the voltage wave forms that are delivered the motor stator phases for a half-
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stepping sequence. In this case, the phased pulses are delivered with respect to time and
are independent of rotor position. The speed of the rotor is regulated by changing the
frequency of the pulses. This strategy is an open loop control system. If the rotor stalls,
the switching sequence will continue, causing the rotor to fall out of step with the
sequence.

Phase Voltage Wave Forms

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Time (t)

Figure 3-6. Time-voltage wave forms supplied to each of
the stator phases to implement the half
stepping open loop sequence driver scheme.

The behavior of this type of open loop driver configuration under load conditions can be
understood by considering the voltage and torque equations given in the mathematical
modeling section. Let us consider the torque generation due to phase #1 when it is
energized. In this case equation (eq1) can be written as

v1 (t ) = R1i1 + L1 (θ )

di1
+ e1
dt

(eq13)

Equation (eq13) indicates that when v1(t) is non-zero, a current will result. At low
speeds, the last two terms become negligible. In this case, we see that a current will flow
in the phase coils when vm = vsource, regardless of rotor position. The current profile can
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be found by solving the motor dynamic equations, or by experiment for non static
conditions. When vm is zero, i.e. when the coil is not energized, im is also zero because
there is no longer a closed path for current flow. Torque generation, on the other hand, is
dependant on rotor position. Equation (eq5) indicates that torque generation in the mth
phase is dependant on the rate of change of inductance in the mth phase with respect to
rotor position. In the case of the open loop stepping driver, only one phase is energized
at a time. This can be seen from the phase input voltages shown in Figure 3-6. When
phase one is energized, the total electrical torque given in equation (eq6) becomes
M

Te = ∑ Tm
m =1

M
∂L (θ )
1
= ∑ (i m ) 2 m
∂θ
m =1 2
∂L (θ )
1
= (i1 ) 2 1
2
∂θ

(eq14)

since im = 0 for each phase except in the case of phase 1. Now it is clear from equation
(eq14) that torque generation is dependant on the rate of change of inductance in the
energized phase.

From Figure 3-5 it can be seen that this value is zero for some

positions. These positions are referred to as dead zones. Note that a dead zone for one
stator phase is not necessarily a dead zone for another phase.

If the rotor is loaded so

that it lags the stator stepping sequence to the degree that it can fall into a dead zone for
which ever coil is currently being energized, the rotor will stall.

As a demonstration of computer control, a stepping motor driver for the axial flux
variable reluctance motor was implemented on a PC. A National Instruments SCXI
chassis with several I/O modules, and a PCI board were used to interface the motor to the
computer. The driver was written using G-code, a graphical programming language
developed by National Instruments for use with LabVIEW. The SCXI-1161 power relay
array module was used to switch power to the stator phases. The motor was powered by
a Tektronix PS280 fixed 5 volt supply. A diagram showing the arrangement of these
components is shown in Figure 3-7.
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Contstant Voltage
Power Supply

+-

SCXI

PC with LabVIEW

National Instruments
SCXI 1161 Power Relay Array

VR Stepping Motor

Figure 3-7. Diagram showing the interconnections between
the computer, motor, power switching relay
array, and power supply in the open loop
stepping control.

The computer implementation of the stepping motor driver allows students to change the
driver configuration and directly see the effects on motor performance. For instance,
students can experiment with different stepping sequences to see how these affect
stability and rotor speed. In addition to allowing students to experiment with stepping
sequences and rates, the computer interface also allows students to energize the phases
individually.

This lets students explore motor operation principles in a very direct

fashion. Figure 3-8 shows a computer screen interface for the stepping motor driver.
The speed of the stepping sequence can be adjusted via a dial control on the left. The
phase sequence is reported via the graphic on the right.
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Figure 3-8. Graphic user interface for the PC implemented
stepping motor driver.

Brushless Motor Driver
A second driver was developed to drive the motor as a brushless DC motor. Brushless
DC motors use rotor position sensors to coordinate power switching to the stator phases.
The rotor position sensors produce signals that allow the driver to electronically
commutate the motor phases. The actual phase switching is generally done by solid state
power switching transistors. Brushless DC motors often use Hal effect sensors or optical
encoders to determine rotor position.
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Figure 3-9. Photograph of electronic commutator installed
on the prototype motor.
To implement a brushless DC motor driver on the prototype axial flux variable reluctance
motor, an infrared optical electronic phase sector position detector was constructed. To
make the system more useful as a demonstration tool, the position detector was
constructed so that its functional elements could be viewed while the motor is in
operation. Figure 3-9 shows the position detector installed on the prototype motor. The
position sensor sends signals to a steering circuit. The steering circuit in turn produces
logic output signals that drive an array of solid state power transistors. In conjunction
with the power transistor relays, the phase sector position detector electronically
commutates the motor phases. The entire brushless DC motor driver is laid out so that
the components of the system and their interconnections can be physically identified and
more easily understood.

In the case of the brushless driver scheme, the voltage waveforms delivered to the stator
phases are functions of rotor position. In this case it is possible to deliver voltage wave
forms to each stator phase in a manner that coincides with a region of the inductance
profile that is associated with a non-zero rate of change for that phase.
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shows ideal voltage and inductance wave forms in the case of the brushless driver
scheme. Both voltage and inductance are functions of rotor position, (θ). This is in
contrast to the stepping driver, in which voltage was a function of time.
Voltage
Inductance

Phase Voltage and Ideal
Inductance Wave Forms

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 5
Phase 6
Phase 7
Rotor Position (θ)

Figure 3-10. The voltage, vm(θ), and ideal inductance,
Lm(θ), wave forms with respect to rotor
position, θ, when the motor is driven with the
brushless driver scheme.
In this case, the phase voltage loop equation from the mathematical modeling section
(equation (eq1)) can be written as

v m (θ ) = Rm im + Lm

dim
+ em , m = 1..M
dt

(eq15)

To gain insight into the general behavior of the prototype motor operation with the
brushless driver, we will consider static torque production. This is sometimes called
starting torque and corresponds to the electrical torque experienced by the rotor when it is
stopped or just starting to move. In this case, the last to terms in equation (eq15) become
zero and we are left with
v m (θ ) = Rm im , m = 1..M
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From equation (eq16), it is clear that phase current can be considered as a square wave
with respect to position. In addition, phase current will be in phase (with respect to
position ) with vm(θ), since Rm is assumed to be a constant. For the static torque case, we
can write current as a function of position by solving equation (eq16) for im. Substituting
this into equation (eq6) from the mathematical modeling section, we can express static
torque as a function of position and of the magnitude of the supply voltage.
M

Te , Static = ∑ Tm , Static
m =1

1 v (θ ) 2 ∂Lm (θ )
=∑ ( m
)
∂θ
Rm
m =1 2
M

(eq17)

Inspection of the wave forms shown in Figure 3-10 reveals that each vm(θ) pulse is
associated with a non-zero, positive rate of change of L m(θ). From this it is clear that the
summation in equation (eq17) will have at least one non-zero term for every possible
position of the rotor. This eliminates the dead zones that were seen in the open loop
stepping driver.

Current in the steady state constant average rotor velocity case, while no longer a simple
step function with respect to position, is still non-zero only when vm is non-zero (i.e.
when the mth coil is energized via the source). The result that dead zones cannot occur is
still valid, but the steady state torque cannot be described solely as a function of rotor
position.

In the description of the stepping motor driver, the average steady-state rotor velocity was
found to be a function of time only, so long as the source voltage is sufficient to keep
rotor in step with the switching sequence. In the brushless driver case, average steadystate velocity is a function of the source voltage and the load torque.

Figure 3-11 shows a schematic diagram of the brushless DC motor driver circuit. In this
figure, the steering circuit receives rotor position signals, θ, and produces the required
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switching control signals, Q1, Q2, … Q7. These signals control the power switching
transistors and the energizing of the stator phases.

IR Detector
Array

Q1
DC

Power
Supply

DC

5V Logic
Supply

Stator Phase Coils

Q2

PM

PM

PM

PM Rotor
PM

Commutator
Disc
Q7

(θ)
Q1
Q2

Solid State
Power
Relay Array

Commutation
Steering Circuit

Q7

Figure 3-11. Schematic diagram of the brushless DC motor
driver configuration.
The stepping motor driver and the brushless DC motor driver can be used to demonstrate
the effects of different control strategies on motor performance. For example, in the open
loop stepping case, the motor speed was determined by the computer-timed stepping
sequence. Supply voltage did not affect the speed of the rotor so long as it was sufficient
to energize the phases. In contrast, the brushless driver configuration can allow the motor
to behave similarly to a brushless DC motor [45][46]. In this case, speed is regulated by
the supply voltage level and the load.
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V. Experimental Fault Simulation Platform Description
This section describes an experimental fault simulation platform built around the
prototype motor described above. The exposed topology and the accessible interior of
the prototype axial flux variable reluctance motor make it a good candidate for motor
fault research. For example, sensors, such as thermocouples, can be attached directly to
the surfaces of the stator windings without the need to disassemble the motor. The
platform described is intended to support the investigation of winding faults such as turnto-turn faults and open phase faults. Figure 3-12 shows a photograph of the experimental
fault simulation platform in the ADAC laboratory.

Figure 3-12. Photograph of the experimental fault
simulation platform in the ADAC laboratory.
Winding faults are a major cause of motor failure. Over time, and in the presence of heat
and adverse conditions, wire insulation in a motor coil can degrade. This situation will
generally lead to one or more low resistance paths between neighboring turns in the coil.
The result is that a portion of the coil will be shorted out. This can result in excessive
heat generation, vibration, and a change in motor torque output. If such faults are not
detected, the motor may suffer catastrophic failure at a later time. For systems in which
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safety or continual performance are critical factors, it may be important to detect faults so
that the present condition of the motor can be assessed, and so that maintenance can be
scheduled.

To facilitate the study of turn-to-turn coil faults, the coils in one of the stator phases were
wound with taps at various points in the coil. Figure 3-13 panel (a) shows one of the
experimental fault simulation coils. The coils can simulate turn-to-turn shorts involving
between 1% to 50% of the coil turns. Each of these taps were connected via separate
switches to the phase common ground. A schematic representation of one of the fault
simulation coils is shown in panel (b) of Figure 3-13. This arrangement allows for the
simulation of several winding faults. These include coil turn-to-turn faults of various
magnitudes, open phase faults, and maintenance faults in which a coil has been
improperly wound or connected.
Fault Simulation Motor Stator Coil

Power
Source

Power
Common

-

+

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-13. The experimental fault simulation coil. (a) A
photograph of a fault wound coil. (b) Diagram
indicating the locations of the fault simulation
tap switches.
The motor was fitted with various sensors so that data could be collected via computer.
Both the fault simulation phase and a normal healthy phase were fitted with voltage and
current sensors. In addition, a high-resolution position encoder (OMRON model E6B2
rotary encoder, 2000 ppr) was mounted on the rotor shaft. Several of the stator windings
were also fitted with RTD thermocouples. The data from these sensors can be collected
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and stored on a computer using National Instruments software and hardware. A National
Instruments SCXI-1121 8 input isolated op amp module was used to collect the data. The
data collection and fault simulation platform configuration is shown in Figure 3-14.
PC with LabView

Motor Coil Fault Test
Platform Layout
Current Voltage and
Temperature Sensors

NI SCXI Mainframe

Coil Fault Simulation
Tap Switch Array

Position
Encoder

Motor Commutator Driver
Data Logging Program
Encoder Driver
45
Electronic
commutator

Battery

Axial Flux
VR PM motor

Power Switching
Relay Array

Figure 3-14. Schematic layout of the fault simulation and
data collection platform.
As noted above, a primary focus of the experimental fault simulation and data collection
platform is to perform research related to the characterization of winding faults in
variable reluctance permanent magnet motors. The platform can also be used as a tool to
demonstrate the effects of winding faults for educational purposes.

Faults can be

introduced while the motor is running. Some of these faults produce tangible effects in
the motor’s performance. In addition, current, voltage and temperature data are reported
in graphic form on the PC. This gives students an opportunity to see a detailed profile of
the effects of such faults on this type of motor. Students can also turn the rotor by hand
and see a plot of the resulting back emf on the computer. Figure 3-15 shows graphic user
interface screens from the PC based motor data collection portion of the experimental
platform. For the screens shown, the motor is configured to experimentally simulate a
47% turn-to-turn stator coil short in phase number one. In panel (a), the rotor has been
turned by hand and the resulting PM rotor induced back emf wave forms are shown. In
panel (b), the motor was powered by a Tektronix PS280 constant voltage supply set to 5
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Volts.

In each case, the graphic interface reports current and voltage wave forms

measured in both a healthy phase (phase 2) and in the experimental fault phase (phase 2).

Figure 3-15. Examples of motor data reported by the motor
platform graphic user interface. (a) Phase back
emf voltage wave forms. (b) Phase voltage
and current wave forms.

VI. Example Uses of the Platform and Closing Remarks
Some Uses of the Motor Platform
The motor platform was used as motivation for a class project for a graduate level
optimal control course taught in the Electrical Engineering department at North Carolina
State University. In this course, students derived state space models for the motor system
and formulated optimal control laws to drive the motor under simple conditions.
Performance measures such as minimum time and minimum energy were considered.

The platform was used by an undergraduate student research group to investigate various
motor control issues. The students measured various physical motor parameters and then
developed simulation models of the dynamical behavior of the motor. In this project,
students used National Instruments and LabVIEW to implement a controller for the
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prototype motor based on their modeling efforts. Among other things, this type of project
allows students to investigate elements of computer based motor control systems and to
implement control on a physical motor system.

The motor has also been used on several occasions for demonstration during
departmental laboratory open houses. By directly illustrating elements of motor control
and motor faults, such demonstrations can help to attract students to fault diagnosis and
control areas of study.

Closing Remarks
This paper has described a prototype axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet
motor and associated experimental fault simulation platform. This platform has been
presented as a tool for educational demonstration and for motor coil fault research. The
motor described here was designed with a relatively exposed architecture compared to
other motor topologies. This facilitates its use as a demonstration and teaching tool.

Using a physical system such as the one described, in conjunction with computer
simulation and theory, can help to motivate students, and to tie theory to application. The
motor described in this work has been used in control and modeling classes in the
electrical engineering curriculum.

A detailed description of the axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet motor
design was presented. In addition, the associated fault simulation platform was described
and results generated using this platform were presented.
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Abstract
In recent years, variable reluctance (VR) and switch reluctance (SR) motors have been
proposed for use in applications requiring a degree of fault tolerance.

A range of

topologies of brushless SR and VR permanent magnet (PM) motors are not susceptible to
some types of faults, such as phase to phase shorts, and can often continue to function in
the presence of other faults. In particular, coil winding faults in a single stator coil may
have relatively little effect on motor performance, but may affect overall motor
reliability, availability and longevity.

It is important to distinguish between, and

characterize, various winding faults for maintenance and diagnostic purposes. This paper
examines rotor velocity damping due to stator winding turn-to-turn short faults in a fault
tolerant axial flux variable reluctance PM motor. In this type of motor, turn-to-turn
shorts due to insulation failures have similar I-V characteristics to coil faults resulting
from other problems, such as faulty maintenance or damage due to impact. In order to
investigate the effects of such coil faults, a prototype axial flux variable reluctance PM
motor was constructed. The motor was equipped with experimental fault simulation
stator windings capable of simulating these and other types of stator winding faults. The
salient finding of this research is that two common types of winding faults can be
differentiated by their effects on rotor velocity in this type of motor.
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characterization and analysis results are a necessary first step in the process of motor fault
detection and diagnosis for this motor topology.

Key Words: Winding fault, turn-to-turn fault, insulation failure, variable reluctance
motor, axial flux, brushless DC, failure analysis, stator fault, fault tolerant design, electric
vehicle propulsion.

I. Introduction
For specialized applications SR and VR permanent magnet motors are often designed to
be less susceptible to various faults [40][47]. These motors generally possess a high
degree of electrical and magnetic isolation between the stator phases. This makes phase
to phase faults unlikely [40]. In addition, brushless versions of these motors with PM
rotors lack rotor coils and commutator brushes, and hence are not susceptible to faults
involving these components. In many cases, it is found that SR and VR motors that have
not been specifically designed for fault tolerance still possess a high degree of resistance
to certain types of faults.

Arguably, the largest class of faults to which these types of motors remain vulnerable are
those involving winding failures.

In more traditional topologies, such as induction

motors and three phase synchronous machines, a winding failure can cause severe
degradation of motor performance [21]. In contrast, many fault tolerant SR and VR
motors will continue to operate under the influence of winding failures with a minimum
of performance degradation [48]. Some of these motors can operate with the complete
loss of a stator phase. Even in the case of fault tolerance, fault identification and
characterization remains a priority. Although many of these types of motors continue to
operate with winding failures, if the fault is not detected, the future performance of the
motor may be jeopardized. Other factors secondary to the primary fault may cause
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catastrophic failure of the motor. These include increased vibration, and heat generation.
In motor applications in which safety is a factor, it is important to detect faults even if the
motor is capable of continued operation.

If such a fault is detected, the motor’s new

fault imposed operation limits can be assessed and maintenance can be scheduled.

This paper focuses on the investigation and analysis of insulation failure induced turn-toturn stator coil shorts in which a significant portion of the coil has been shorted out. This
type of fault can be the result of a single insulation failure between two adjacent coil
turns if the turns happen to be in adjacent winding ranks. In the case of this particular
fault, an associated drop in rotor velocity can be detected under situations of open loop
constant voltage control. In contrast, a similar fault, in which a portion of the coil in
actually destroyed or removed in a manner that allows the remainder of the coil to
continue to carry current, is not associated with a decrease in rotor velocity.

The prototype motor used in this work was designed to be similar to experimental inwheel drives for electric vehicles and mobile machines. In addition, this motor was
specifically designed to facilitate stator winding fault simulation.

The motor has a

relatively exposed architecture, allowing for invasive testing and data collection. In
particular, the coils in one of the stator phases have been wound to include a set of interturn taps. Each tap is connected via separate switches to a common ground. This
arrangement allows several faults to be simulated experimentally. These simulated faults
include coils with turn-to-turn shorts, coils with a reduced number of turns, and open
circuited phase faults.

II. Motor Description
Variable reluctance permanent magnet motors are sometimes designed with
unconventional geometries for use in special applications [11][38].
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variable reluctance motors have gained attention as candidates for use in electric vehicle
propulsion systems[7][49]. Variable reluctance motors designed with flux path isolation
lend themselves to unconventional topologies more than traditional motor types because
there is relatively little interaction between the different phases. This allows for greater
freedom in stator coil shape, and in the number of stator coils used. Several such motors
have been described in the literature. These include a five phase 22 pole motor with a
claw-type rotor for use in small electric vehicles [39], and an axial flux brushless DC
motor for use in a solar-electric vehicle [50].

The motor described in this work is an axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet
disc motor with 14 stator coils and 4 pairs of rotor PM poles. This motor was prototyped
in the Advanced Diagnosis and Control (ADAC) laboratory at North Carolina State
University. The prototype motor is shown in Figure 4-1. In this motor design, the phrase
“axial flux” indicates that the stator coils and rotor poles pairs are arranged so that the
magnetic flux paths have components that are parallel to the axis of the rotor. This will
be discussed in more detail with a description of the stator and rotor designs.

Figure 4-1. The axial flux variable reluctance DC motor.
The motor is designed with 7 stator phases. Each stator phase consists of two coils to
make a total of 14 stator coils. The stator coils are wound on separate laminated cold
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rolled steel cores, which are attached to a non-conducting substrate. Each stator coil is
isolated from the others both electrically and magnetically. The only iron in the stator is
contained in the coil cores. The remainder of the stator is made up of non-conductive
material, and serves a structural roll only. These cores also serve as flux paths to direct
the mmf to the rotor. Each core has two machined surfaces that make up the stator side
of the air gap.

The rotor is a disc with permanent magnets imbedded close to the edge of the disc so that
each pole of every magnet is oriented toward one or the other face of the disc. The term
“pole pair” refers to a set of north and south poles from a single permanent magnet. As
with the stator coils, the rotor pole pairs are magnetically isolated from one another. In
this type of motor, flux does not pass through the center of the rotor and the majority of
the material making up the rotor is not conductive to magnetic flux. The rotor side of the
air gap is made up of short iron flux paths that direct magnetic flux to/from the individual
permanent magnet pieces.

A cross-sectional view of the motor topology depicting the relationship of the stator coils
and the rotor poles is shown in Figure 4-2. The arrangement of the 4 PM pieces in the
rotor produces 4 axially oriented pole pairs spaced at 90 degree intervals. Likewise, the
stator coils are arranged to induce north and south poles oriented axially as to attract (or
repel) a pair of rotor poles when energized. Because the motor is designed to operate
with unidirectional coil current and unidirectional flux generation, it is desirable to
maximize the distance between consecutively firing stator coils while minimizing the
step size the rotor must cover for each commutation segment. The traditional three phase
6:4 configuration is well suited for small motors with bi-directional flux generation and
in which coils are energized in a positive-negative-off sequence. These motors are
generally designed so that rotor travels half the radial distance between to consecutive
stator coils during each commutation sector. The 7 phase 14:4 arrangement allows for
the same half step commutation scheme but introduces an extra stator pole between each
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consecutively firing stator coil. Increasing the number of coils per phase allows for a
greater overall motor radius and hence a greater torque lever arm for each stator coil-rotor
pole interaction.

Figure 4-2. Top view of the prototype motor showing the
relative locations of the rotor poles and the
stator coils.
A brushless DC motor driver strategy was used in this work. Brushless DC motors use
rotor position sensors to coordinate power switching to the stator phases with regard to
rotor position. The rotor position sensor(s) produce signals that allow the driver to
electronically commutate the motor phases. The actual phase switching is generally done
by solid state power switching transistors such as power MOSFETs. Brushless DC
motors often use Hall effect sensors or optical encoders to determine rotor position. The
motor described here uses an array of infrared (IR) sensors to detect rotor position to a
resolution of one stator phase sector.

The brushless motor driver implemented on the prototype motor uses an inner rotor
position closed loop to commutate power switching to the stator phase. An outer open
loop is used to control motor speed via a variable voltage source. Motors driven in this
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manner have similar dynamics to those of traditional DC motors. Although less common
in industrial settings, this type of control is often used in electric vehicle propulsion
systems in which the vehicle operator controls the motors speed and torque via an
accelerator pedal.

III. Mathematical Model
In this section, mathematical equations describing the dynamical behavior of a
generalized axial flux variable reluctance motor with M stator coils and P permanent
magnet rotor pole pairs will be presented. Note that the particular motor described in this
paper has M = 14 and P = 4. The dynamical equations presented in this section are
similar to standard variable reluctance and switched reluctance motor equations found in
the literature [38][30][41].

It should be noted that variable reluctance and switch

reluctance motor dynamics are generally nonlinear. Unlike the case of the standard DC
motor, the prototype motor described in this work is not modeled by a set of linear
equations.

The voltage loop equation for a particular stator coil (the mth coil), is given by equation
(4-1) as follows:

v m = R m i m + Lm

dim
+ em , m = 1,.., M
dt

(4-1)

where vm is the source voltage applied over the mth stator coil, Rm is the resistance of the
mth coil, Lm is the self inductance of the mth coil, and em is the induced voltage in the
mth coil due to the rotation of the permanent magnet rotor (i.e. ‘induced back emf’). As
indicated in the previous section, variable reluctance motors of the type described in this
paper possess a high degree of electrical and magnetic isolation between the phases.
There is no direct iron flux path between the various stator coils, and hence the mutual
inductance is considered to be negligible [38]. Lm is a function of rotor position, θ, while
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em is a function of both rotor position and rotor velocity, ω. For modeling purposes, Lm
and em are often approximated by piecewise linear curves [42][43]. In the case of em, the
piecewise linear curve would be scaled by a term proportional to ω.
For purposes of analysis, it will be convenient to express Lm (θ) in the following form:
Lm (θ ) = Nk L l m (θ )

(4-2)

where N, kL, and l(θ) are the number of turns per coil, a constant representing the static
elements of the flux path (i.e. the permeability of the core and the PMs), and a unit
function representing the variable part of the flux path, respectively.

The partial

derivative of lm (θ) with respect to θ will be used later in the motor torque equation. This
is also approximated by a piecewise linear curve. Figure 4-3 shows idealized wave forms
used to approximate the unit wave form inductance seen by a single phase, lm(θ), and its
partial derivative with respect to θ. The shaded portion of Figure 4-3 indicates the phase
sector of the stator phase corresponding to the waveforms shown (phase 1).
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Idealized Inductance
Profile, l(θ)

Phase 1
Inductance wave form
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Rate of change of Inductance
with respect to position

0
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270

Rotor Position (θ)
(electrical degrees)

Figure 4-3. The idealized unit piecewise linear wave
forms, lm (θ), and its partial d lm (θ)/dθ with
respect to θ. These curves are shown for 360
electrical degrees.
The kL(θ) term in equation (4-2) accounts for deviations from the idealized wave form as
well as constant factors due to the static parts of the flux path. This term is generally
derived from experimental data and is particular to each specific motor topology. This
paper is not primarily focused on modeling. As such, the idealized wave forms shown in
Figure 4-3 will be sufficient for the later analyses in this work.

The motor is considered to operate under non-saturating flux conditions. In this case, the
inductance, Lm, is a function of rotor position only [51]. Then the flux linkage in the mth
coil is given by

φ m = Lm (θ )im
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In the formulation of state space equations it will be convenient to solve (4-3) for im to
give

im =

φm
Lm (θ )

(4-4)

The net electrical torque applied to the rotor by a given stator coil can be written as [44]

∂L (θ )
1
(i m ) 2 m
2
∂θ

Tm =

(4-5)

The total torque is then given by the sum of the torques due to each of the stator coils:
M

Te = ∑ Tm

(4-6)

m =1

The motor mechanical dynamics are described by the sum of the various mechanical
loads on the rotor. This is given by
Te = J

dω
+ Bω + Tl
dt

(4-7)

In the torque equations, Te is the electrical torque on the rotor, J is the moment of inertia
of the system, B is the damping coefficient, and Tl is the load torque.
Finally, from basic physics, the angular velocity and position are related by

ω=

dθ
dt

(4-8)

To formulate the state space equations for this model, we will select
φ1 , φ 2 ...φ m

ω , and
θ
as the state variables and
v1 , v 2 ...v m
as the inputs.
Substituting (4-4) into equation (4-1), and then solving for dφ m dt gives m state
equations of the form
•

φ m = v m − Rm

φm
− em
Lm (θ )

Equating (4-6) and (4-7) gives
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M

Te = ∑ Tm = J
m =1

dω
+ Bω + Tl
dt

(4-10)

Solving equation (4-10) for dω dt we get
•
1
ω = (Te − Bω − Tl )
J
and equation (4-8) gives our last state equation.

(4-11)

•

θ =ω

(4-12)

IV. Description of Experimental Platform Setup
In this section, the experimental fault simulation platform used to generate and record the
data presented in this paper is described. The fault simulation platform is built around the
prototype motor described previously in section II.

The exposed topology and the

accessible interior of this axial flux variable reluctance motor make it a good candidate
for motor fault research. Sensors can be attached directly to the surfaces of the stator
windings without the need to disassemble the motor. In addition, individual stator coils
can be removed without the need to fully disassemble the motor. Figure 4-4 shows a
photograph of the experimental fault simulation platform in the ADAC lab.

Figure 4-4. A photograph of the experimental fault
simulation platform in the ADAC lab.
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To facilitate the study of turn-to-turn coil faults, the coils in one of the stator phases
(phase 1) were wound to include inter-turn taps at various points in the coil. These taps
were connected via separate switches to the phase common ground. By connecting the
coil taps to ground and/or to each other, various winging related faults can be
experimentally simulated. The platform can be used to experimentally simulate turn-toturn shorts involving between 1% and 50% of the coil turns. Such turn-to-turn faults
result from insulation breakdown between the coil winding turns. Another related fault
that can be simulate is one that results in a reduced number of coil turns but in which the
faulted portion of the coil is destroyed or removed. Such faults can occur as a result of
improper maintenance of damage due to impact. A schematic representation of one of
the fault simulation coils is shown in Figure 4-5.
Fault Simulation Motor Stator Coil

Power
Source

Coil Taps
and Switches

Power
Common

-

+

Figure 4-5. Diagram of the experimental fault simulation
coil indicating the locations of the fault
simulation tap switches.
The motor was fitted with various sensors so that data could be collected via computer.
The experimental fault simulation phase, and a healthy phase were fitted with voltage and
current sensors. In addition, a high resolution (2000 ppr) position encoder was mounted
on the rotor shaft so that rotor position and velocity data could be recorded. The data
from these sensors can be collected and stored on a computer using National Instruments
software and hardware. A National Instruments SCXI-1121 8 input isolated op amp
module was used to collect the data. The data collection and fault simulation platform
configuration is shown in Figure 4-6.
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PC with LabView

Motor Coil Fault Test
Platform Layout
Current Voltage and
Temperature Sensors

NI SCXI Mainframe

Coil Fault Simulation
Tap Switch Array

Position
Encoder

Motor Commutator Driver
Data Logging Program
Encoder Driver
45
Electronic
commutator

Battery

Axial Flux
VR PM motor

Power Switching
Relay Array

Figure 4-6. Schematic layout of the fault simulation and
data collection platform.

V. Results
This section presents data and results generated with the experimental platform and
prototype motor described in the previous sections.

This section shows four experimental fault cases.

In each experimental run, rotor

position and velocity were recorded. In addition, voltage and current were measured on
both the experimental fault simulation phase (phase 1) and on a healthy phase (phase 2).
The four experimental cases are described in the following paragraphs.

Figure 4-7 will be referred to in the following descriptions of each of the fault cases. This
figure illustrates the experimental fault simulation phase coil and tap switch
configurations used in each of the experimental fault simulation cases.
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+ Power

47% Tap Switch

+ Power

47% Tap Switch

- Ground
100% Tap Switch

(a)

+ Power

47% Tap Switch

- Ground

+ Power

47% Tap Switch

- Ground

100% Tap Switch

100% Tap Switch

- Ground
100% Tap Switch

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4-7. Experimental fault simulation phase with tap
switches shown: (a) No-fault: 100% switch
closed only. (b) Reduced-coil fault: 47%
switch closed only. (c) Turn-to-turn short fault:
both 47% and 100% switches closed. (d) Open
phase: All switches open.

Figure 4-8. The prototype motor showing the experimental
fault simulation coil and associated tap switch
box.
Figure 4-8 shows a photograph of the experimental fault coil installed in the prototype
motor. The tap switch array used to switch the coil taps to ground is also shown in the
picture.
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In the first case, the control no-fault case, the motor was run at steady state with only the
100% tap switch closed to ground. In this case, the fault test phase is expected to behave
similarly to the other healthy phases. This case is illustrated in part (a) of Figure 4-7.

In the second case, data were collected with the 47% tap switch on the experimental fault
simulation phase closed only (i.e. the 100% tap switch remains open). This case is
illustrated in part (b) of Figure 4-7. This simulates a fault that may occur because of
improper motor maintenance or repair, in which a coil has a reduced number of turns. In
this case, a portion of the coil is actually destroyed or removed in a manner that allows
the remainder of the coil to continue to carry current.

This case will be referred to

hereafter as the reduced-coil fault. It should be noted that this is not the same as the turnto-turn coil short, which is considered below.

Case 3 simulates a turn-to-turn fault in which insulation has deteriorated producing a low
resistance path from one winding rank to another. In this case, the 47% tap switch and
the 100% tap switch are both closed. Here, the power source sees only 47% of the
faulted phase coil, but the PM rotor induced current can flow through the entire faulted
phase. This case simulates a dramatic coil short in which slightly more than half the coil
has been shorted out. The turn-to-turn experimental fault simulation configuration is
illustrated in part (c) of Figure 4-7.

In case 4, an open circuited phase fault is simulated by opening all of the tap switches
including the 100% switch. This case is included for continuity but is not central to the
main topic of this paper. This last case is illustrated in part (d) of Figure 4-7.

The following figures (Figures 4-9 through 4-12) show the results of each of the four
fault cases described above. In each of the figures, data are shown for 360 electrical
degrees, or one complete commutation switching sequence of the phases. The motor has
1440 electrical degrees for each full revolution of the rotor, hence each plot represents
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data taken during a quarter revolution of the rotor. In all cases, time is plotted as the
independent variable on the x-axis. The vertical lines in each of the plots mark off the
commutation sector divisions (i.e. the points in time where one phase is switched off, and
another is switch on.)

The y-axes for the various data curves have been kept constant

from experiment to experiment to facilitate comparison.

The motor stator phases received power from a Tektronix PS280 5 volt 3 amp constant
voltage supply. All data were collected at 27° C, room temperature. The temperature
was measured before and after each test and was found to have remained within 1°C of
its pre test value.
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Figure 4-9. No fault motor operation data (case 1).

Figure 4-10. Motor operation with the reduced-coil fault
(case 2).
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Figure 4-11. Motor operation with the turn-to-turn fault
(case 3).

Figure 4-12. Motor operation with the open circuit fault
(case 4).
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In Figures 4-9 to 4-12, rotor position and velocity are shown in panels (a) and (b)
respectively. The rotor position plots are similar in each of the four figures and differ
only in slope.

The velocity plots were obtained by numerically differentiating the

position data in each of the four cases. A velocity ripple can be seen in each of the
velocity plots with a valley followed by a peak in each commutation sector. The velocity
ripple is caused by pulsations in torque as the PM rotor moves past each energized stator
coil.

For each of the four cases, the velocities were averaged over the period of time shown in
panels (b) of Figures 4-9 to 4-12. These averages were compared as a percent of the
nominal average no-fault velocity. These data are summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Average velocities and percentage of nominal no-fault velocity for cases 1 through 4.

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Avg. Velocity (deg/s)

556.03

599.76

463.17

511.67

% of Nominal

100%

107.8%

83.3%

92.0%

Panels (c) and (d) of Figures 4-9 to 4-12 show voltage and current respectively, measured
on a normal healthy stator phase (phase 2). All voltages and currents were measured at
the stator coil leads on the motor side of the driver transistor relays. Figure 4-13 shows a
schematic circuit diagram of the test phase coil and sensor arrangement. In the figure, the
locations of the various sensors with respect to the driver relays and the voltage power
source are shown. Current sensor 1 in Figure 4-13 was used to collect the data shown
above in Figures 4-9 to 4-12. Current sensor 2 was used to measure fault related currents,
which are discussed later in Section IV.
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Figure 4-13. Schematic circuit diagram of the experimental
fault simulation coil and sensor arrangement.
As discussed in Section II, phase excitation is controlled by the electronic commutation
steering circuit in response to rotor position signals.

Phase 2 is energized via the

commutation steering circuit during the third full commutation sector shown. For panels
(c) and (d) of Figures 4-9 to 4-12, this results in a level peak of approximately 4.2 volts
and a current peak starting at 0 amps and rising approximately linearly to roughly 1.1
amps. The healthy phase only draws current during its commutation sector. In contrast,
a changing voltage, due to PM rotor induced back emf, is seen in the healthy phase
during the entire commutation sequence (Figure 4-9, panels c and e). For each of the four
test cases, the plots of voltage and current for the healthy phase remain similar.

Voltage and current measurements for the experimental fault simulation phase are plotted
in panels (e) and (f) of Figures 4-9 to 4-12. In the nominal no-fault case, the voltage and
current plots for the fault phase are similar to those for the healthy phase, except that they
are shifted two phase sectors to the left due to the commutation of the phases. Since the
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motor was driven with a half phase commutation scheme, the peaks corresponding to the
energizing of phases 1 and 2 are separated by a phase sector. Phase 5, whose current and
voltage are not shown, is energized during this intervening phase sector between phase 1
and phase 3.

In all four experimental runs, the current and voltage graphs of the healthy phase remain
relatively similar. In contrast, cases 2 and 3 show a 302.6% and 303.2% increase in mean
current draw compared to the no-fault case, respectively.

These correspond to the

reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn fault, respectively, and are shown in panel (f) of
Figures 4-10 and 4-11. Both the reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn fault show similar
current response for the data shown. The current data for each case were plotted on the
same axis against rotor position. This is shown in panel (a) of Figure 4-14. To compare
the relative current profiles of the reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn fault with
respect to the no fault case, difference curves where generated. The nominal no-fault
current was subtracted from each of these two fault cases. The resulting curves were
plotted on the same axis and are shown in Figure 4-14 panel (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-14. Panel (a): Phase current draw for the no-fault
case, the reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn
fault. Panel (b): The differences between each
of the two fault cases and the no-fault case are
plotted together.
The voltage plots for the reduced-coil and the turn-to-turn fault cases are also similar.
These are shown in panel (e) of Figures 4-10 and 4-11 respectively. In both cases, the
voltage rises to 3.8V when the phase is energized from the source. This is slightly less
than the no-fault level of 4.2 volts.

The PM rotor induced back emf voltage is

approximately 50% of its no fault value for both case 2 and case 3. The voltage data for
each case were plotted on the same axis against rotor position. This is shown in panel (a)
of Figure 4-15. To compare the relative voltage profiles of the reduced-coil fault and the
turn-to-turn fault with respect to the no fault case, difference curves where again
generated. The nominal no-fault voltage was subtracted from each of these two fault
cases. The resulting curves were plotted on the same axis and are shown in Figure 4-15
panel (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-15. Panel (a): Phase voltage for the no-fault case,
the reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn fault.
Panel (b): The differences between each of the
two fault cases and the no-fault case are plotted
together.
As noted above, the voltage and current profiles of the reduced-coil fault and the turn-toturn fault are similar. These fault cases can be most easily differentiated from their
associated steady state rotor velocities. The reduced-coil fault produces an average rotor
velocity of 599.76 degrees per second, while the turn-to-turn fault produces an average
rotor velocity of only 463.17 degrees per second.

These are shown in panel (b) of

Figures 4-10 and 4-11 respectively. Panel (a) of Figure 4-16 shows velocity graphs with
respect to rotor position for the no-fault case, the reduced coil case, and the turn-to-turn
case. Panel (b) of Figure 4-16 shows the difference between the no-fault case and the
reduced coil, and the turn-to-turn cases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-16. Panel (a): Velocity for the no-fault case, the
reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn fault.
Panel (b): The differences between each of the
two fault cases and the no-fault case are plotted
together.
In order to further investigate the nature of the fault cases discussed above, the current
through the 47% tap switch was also measured in each case. The sensor labeled “current
sensor 2” in Figure 4-13 shows the point at which these currents were measured. Figure
4-17 shows the current measured through the 47% tap switch for each of the 4
experimental configurations.
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Figure 4-17. Current draw through the 47% tap switch in
each of the four experimental configurations.
Data are shown for 360 electrical degrees.

VI. Discussion and Analysis
Overview and identification of damping current
In this section, the data presented in the previous section will be examined in greater
detail, with an emphasis on the reduction in rotor velocity seen in the turn-to-turn fault of
case 3.

The most salient difference between the results of the data taken in case 2 (the reducedcoil fault), and in case 3 (the turn-to-turn failure), is seen in the velocity plots (Figure 410 (b) and Figure 4-11 (b)). The reduced-coil fault results in an average rotor velocity of
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599.76 degrees per second. This is 108% of the no fault velocity. In comparison, case 3,
the turn-to-turn short fault, produces an average rotor velocity of 463.17 degrees per
second; only 83% of the no-fault case. This rotor velocity damping is due to a damping
current induced in the shorted portion of the faulted coil by the relative motion of the
permanent magnet rotor.

+ Power

i1
i47% = i1 - i2

Current Path Seen by
Voltage Source

47% Tap Switch

Path Seen by PM Rotor
Induced Current

i2
- Ground

100% Tap Switch

Figure 4-18. Power source and back emf induced current
paths in the turn-to-turn faulted coil.
Figure 4-18 shows a diagram of the experimental fault simulation phase configured for
the turn-to-turn fault. The path seen by current from the power source is indicated by the
gray line, i1. i1 only flows when the phase is commutated (i.e. when it is energized by the
source). As the rotor moves in relation to the stator coils, an emf is induced. In the turnto-turn fault, there is a closed circuit that permits current flow. The path seen by the
current, i2, due to the PM rotor induced emf is shown by the dotted line in Figure 4-18. i2
produces a back mmf that opposes rotor motion at all times during its rotation. As a
result, there is a damping of the rotor velocity for a given constant source voltage.
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In order to investigate the current induced in the faulted portion of the experimental fault
simulation phase coil, the current through the 47% tap switch, i47%tap, can be written in
terms of the currents, i1 and i2, shown in Figure 4-18.
i 47%tap = i1 + i2

(4-13)

It is clear from this expression that i2, the current induced in the faulted portion of the
coil, can be obtained by subtracting i1 from i47%tap. It is evident from the current data
shown in Figure 4-17 of the previous section that no current flows through the 47% tap
switch in the no-fault or open-phase fault cases. For the reduced-coil fault case and the
turn-to-turn fault case, i2 was calculated via equation (4-13). These results are shown in
Figure 4-19 and represent current flowing only in the faulted portion of the coil. It is
clear that there is no net current induced by the faulted portion of the coil in the reduced
coil case.

In contrast, the turn-to-turn case clearly shows a current that persisted

throughout the rotation of the rotor.

Figure 4-19. Net current flow in the faulted portion of the
experimental fault simulation coil in the
reduced-coil fault case (a), and the turn-to-turn
fault case (b).
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The case 3 turn-to-turn short fault differs significantly from the other cases. It alters the
behavior of the faulted phase coil not only when the faulted phase coil is energized by the
power source during its commutation phase, but also when it is disconnected from the
power source during the commutation of the other phases. As in the case of an insulation
failure induced coil short, the turn-to-turn short fault creates a closed circuit loop that
remains, even when the phase is not energized by the source. This results in a damping
torque as the PM rotor moves in relation to the closed current loop and induces a current
flow. The induced current persists during the entire rotation of the rotor.

Formulation of a mathematical expression for damping torque
To investigate this damping torque further, we will use the torque equation (4-5) from the
mathematical modeling section to describe the interaction between the rotor and the
faulted portion of the coil:

Tdamp =

∂L fault
1
(idamp ) 2
2
∂(θ )

(4-14)

where Tdamp, idamp, and Lfault are the damping torque, the current induced in the faulted
portion of the coil, and the inductance of the faulted portion of the coil, respectively. For
clarification idamp is shown as i2 in Figure 4-18.

The only difference between the

inductance associated with an unfaulted coil, and the inductance of the faulted portion of
the experimental fault simulation coil, is reflected in the number of winding turns. With
this in mind, and using equation (1.5) from section III, we can express the partial of
Lfault(θ) with respect to θ, as
∂L fault (θ )
∂θ

= N fault k Lfault

∂l m (θ )
∂θ

(4-15)

In this case, lm, the unit function representing the variable part of the flux path, is the
same as for the unfaulted coil. In addition, kLfault is also unchanged from its no-fault
value.

Therefore kLfault can be replaced by kL in equation (4-15).
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considering only one coil, we will drop the m subscripts. Introducing N = NnoFault into
equation (4-15), and substituting this into (4-14) we can now express the turn-to-turn
fault damping torque in terms of idamp (the current in the faulted portion of the coil) and a
faulted turns ratio:
Tdamp =

⎛ N fault
1
(idamp ) 2 ⎜⎜
2
⎝ N noFault

=

⎛ N fault
1
(idamp ) 2 ⎜⎜
2
⎝ N noFault

⎞
∂l (θ )
⎟ N noFault k L
⎟
∂(θ )
⎠
⎞ ∂L(θ )
⎟
⎟ ∂(θ )
⎠
(4-16)

This damping torque always opposes the motion of the rotor, since the origin of the
current is the rotor induced back emf.

In a healthy phase, a back emf will also be induced, but this is only associated with a
current flow when the phase is energized by the power source. In this instance, there is a
closed circuit, including the power source. When a healthy phase is not energized by the
power source, only a very small amount of current will conduct during open circuit
charging and discharging of the coil as the rotor moves in relation to the phase coils. In
this case, since there is very little current flow, no back mmf will be generated.

Prediction of rotor velocity from measured currents in the turn-to-turn fault case
To tie the experimental results to the mathematical description of the motor, we would
like to express the ratio of the faulted steady state average torque to the average no fault
torque in terms of measured currents. This will allow us to predict the expected percent
reduction in average motor torque due to the turn-to-turn short induced damping.

We will consider the behavior of the 6 out of 7 remaining healthy phases under the
influence of the turn-to-turn fault. Here, we will focus on the torque reduction due to
damping, and neglect the changes in the positive torque production when the faulted
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phase is energized during its commutation phase. We will address overall average
steady-state torque from the point of view of average torque developed by the motor
when one of the healthy phases is energized.

In this case, the total average fault

condition torque, Tfault, is given by
T fault = Thealthy − Tdamp

(4-17)

Where Thealthy is the torque generated by a non-faulted phase, and Tdamp is given in
equation (4-16) above.

Since the phases in this motor are both electrically and

magnetically isolated, torque production in the healthy phases is not affected by the fault,
although the overall motor torque is reduced due to the damping torque.

Substituting equation (4-5) from the math modeling section and (4-16) into (4-17) we get
T fault = Thealthy − Tdamp
=

⎛ N fault
1
∂L(θ ) 1
(ihealthy ) 2
− (idamp ) 2 ⎜⎜
2
2
∂θ
⎝ N noFault

⎛
⎛ N fault
1
= ⎜ (ihealthy ) 2 − (idamp ) 2 ⎜⎜
⎜
2
⎝ N noFault
⎝

⎞ ∂L(θ )
⎟
⎟ ∂(θ )
⎠

(4-18)

⎞ ⎞ 1 ∂L(θ )
⎟⎟
⎟ ⎟ 2 ∂(θ )
⎠⎠

Here, again, we have replaced the m subscripts with fault, healthy, or damp, to clarify
each term. Since only one phase is energized at a time with the brushless driver, and
since the healthy phases are assumed to be similar, equation (4-18) represents the
summation of equation (4-6) and can be used for average overall motor torque. Equation
(new 5) and (4-18) can be combined to express the ratio of the no fault torque to the turnto-turn fault torque:

T fault
Thealthy

⎛
⎛ N
⎞⎞
⎜ (ihealthy ) 2 − (idamp ) 2 ⎜ fault ⎟ ⎟ 1 ∂L(θ )
⎜N
⎟⎟
⎜
⎝ noFault ⎠ ⎠ 2 ∂(θ )
=⎝
1 ∂L(θ )
(ihealthy ) 2
2 ∂(θ )
⎛
(idamp ) 2
⎜
= 1−
2
⎜ (i
healthy )
⎝

⎛ N fault
⎜
⎜N
⎝ noFault
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Neglecting changes in overall motor torque other than those due to the damping, equation
(4-19) can be used to predict the average percent of torque reduction due to the damping
current, idamp (shown as i2 in Figure 4-18). This is expressed in terms of measured
currents and the ratio of the number of turns shorted to the number of turns in a healthy
phase.

Noting that the second term in equation (4-19) is linear in current squared, we can use
equation (4-19) to estimate overall average faulted motor torque as a percent of the nofault torque. This is done by substituting the measured average squared current values
over a suitable range. The current wave form due to the power source repeats once every
commutation phase period, so it is averaged over one phase sector. The damping current
wave form repeats every 360 electrical degrees so it is averaged over one complete
commutation cycle.

To illustrate the use of equation (4-19), we will plug in current data from the turn-to-turn
fault simulation case (case 3). The current data measured in the healthy phase, and the
damping current measured in the 47% turn-to-turn faulted phase, were squared and
averaged. Applying these to equation (4-19) gives the following result:

mean

T fault
Thealthy

⎛
(idamp ) 2 ⎛ N fault
⎜
⎜
= 1−
2 ⎜
⎜ (i
)
healthy
⎝ N noFault
⎝
(0.1645) ⎛ 143 ⎞
= 1−
⎜
⎟
(0.3258) ⎝ 270 ⎠
= 0.7324

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠
(4-20)

To relate this average torque to the angular velocity data gathered, we refer to equation
(4-7) from the mathematical modeling section.

At steady state, there is no net

acceleration over the period of one complete revolution of the rotor. In addition, the data
used in equation (4-20) were collected under no-load conditions. In this case, equation
(4-7) can be written for overall mean torque as follows:
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dω
+ Bω + Tl )
dt
= mean( Bω )

mean(T fault ) = mean( J

(4-21)

Hence, for the no-load average case, rotor velocity is proportional to overall torque
generation. Relating this to the average rotor velocity results presented for the turn-toturn fault case, we see that a velocity of 73.2% of the no-fault case is predicted. This is a
reduction of 27.8% from the no-fault case. The actual measured average rotor velocity
was 83.3% of the no fault value.

This discrepancy can be accounted for by noting that the altered behavior of the faulted
coil, when energized, was neglected in the above analysis. From the reduced-coil fault
(case 2), which is not associated with damping, average rotor velocity of 107.8% of the
no-fault value was reported.

In both the reduced-coil fault and the turn-to-turn fault

cases, the same amount of current is drawn from the power source to within 0.2%
(302.6% and 303.2% of the no-fault mean current draw, respectively). Since in both of
these cases, the same number of torque producing turns remain in the faulted phase (i.e.
47%), it is reasonable to assume that positive torque production in the faulted phase is
similar in both cases. From the data collected in the reduced-coil case, we see that there
is an overall increase of 7.8% in average rotor velocity compared to the no-fault case.

Using the result in equation (4-20) and (4-21) in conjunction with the percent velocity
increase due to the altered behavior of the faulted phase when energized from the power
source, an average velocity of 81.0% of the no fault velocity is predicted in the turn-toturn case. This result differs by 2.3% from the actual measured velocity.

Identification of turn-to-turn faults from rotor velocity data

The voltage and current traces are similar in the cases of fault 2 and 3 (see panels (e) and
(f) in Figures 4-10 and 4-11). The current induced in the shorted coils is not detected by
the external current sensor, since it flows entirely in the interior of the coil. This current
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can be an order of a magnitude higher than rated current [52][40] and can lead to a
cascade failure in the coil as heat generated in the shorted turns deteriorates the insulation
of neighboring turns, and introduces more shorts. A safety hazard could result if a fault
goes undetected and leads to the sudden catastrophic failure of the motor. Hence, it is
desirable to have metric to characterize this fault. The results presented in this work
suggest that a change in rotor velocity under conditions of constant load may be useful
for detecting the turn-to-turn fault and differentiating it from other winding faults.

In the case of open loop voltage speed controllers, such as that used to drive the motor
used in these experiments, a change in rotor speed can be detected as a result of the
damping discussed above. In cases of constant velocity drives used on fault tolerant SR
motors, an associated rise in current in the healthy phases can be detected as the driver
compensates for the additional damping load caused by the faulted phase [47][21][15].

These results may be most applicable to open loop speed control systems, such as those
used in some electric vehicles and machines designed to be operated directly by humans.
Such systems are technically closed loop systems in which the operator (a human) is
acting as a complex dynamic proportional controller. In such cases, under a known load,
a particular input voltage will be associated with a particular rotor velocity in the no-fault
condition. In some systems, it may be possible to detect a deviation from this expected
velocity and report it independently of a dynamic in-the-loop controller such as a human.

VII. Conclusion
In this work, a prototype axial flux variable reluctance permanent magnet motor was
discussed. This motor was designed to be a low power version of machines similar to a
class of experimental electric vehicle propulsion motors. Motors of this type possess a
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high degree of inherent fault tolerance and may continue to operate with relatively little
degradation in torque production in the presence of relatively severe faults.

The motor was used to study stator winding faults. One of the motor’s phases was
modified so that it could be used to experimentally simulate stator winding faults.

A

National Instruments based data collection platform was used to collect relevant data
during motor operation.

Data were presented for several types of stator winding Fault. In particular, turn-to-turn
faults were examined. It was found that a major turn-to-turn fault is associated with a
reduction in rotor velocity when the motor is driven with a brushless driver with closed
loop rotor position feedback and open loop voltage speed control.

Fault characterization results such as those presented in this paper are a necessary first
step in the process of fault detection and diagnosis in a particular motor topology.
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Appendix A: Motor Mechanical Drawings
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Rotor-Stator Assembly: Top View
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Rotor-Stator Assembly: Side View
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Appendix B: Motor Electrical Schematics
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Appendix C: Motor Fabrication Photos

Forming laminated soft steel and epoxy stator coil core

Machining stator core flux path face
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Winding stator core

Wound stator core with fault simulation taps shown
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Partial (unwound) stator core assembly

Partial (wound) stator core assembly
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Partial stator assemble: 11 of 14 cores on back plate

Complete stator assembly
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PM rotor assembly

Stator assembly, rotor assembly, and motor top plate
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Motor wiring

Motor with seven phase optical brushless commutator assembly
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Research test bed setup including: motor, switching relays, driver and data collection
electronics, computer, National Instruments main frame, and fault simulation switch box.
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